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ABSTRACT

1.

User generated textual content on the internet has become
increasingly valueable during the past few years. Forums,
blogs, twitter and other social med ia websites are accessible for a huge amount of people a ll over the world . Hence,
methods and tools are needed to hand le this vast bulk of
textual data. In th is paper we present an explorative forum
analysis system helping various stakeholders to cope with
the task analyzing user generated content in online forums.
T he used mob ile communication forums picture an example
of user generated content in online discussion forums.

The web is the largest information source in the world. Web
2.0 technology helps more and more people to actively contribute to this valuab le information source by creating content in an easy way. There are many possibilit ies to take an
active part in t he web: forums , blogs, twitter, rev iews and
other ways to add comments.

Central to our system is a flex ibl e visualization , which supports the ana lysis and exploration visually. F lexible means,
that the ordering and the mapp ing of colors can be interact ively changed by the analyst and t he visualizat ion is also
capaule to show tIle differCJ lt structural levels of a user fol'11m . T he fi lter area ofFers beside well-known fe at ures many
interesting features with respect to forum analysis, which
we introduce in this paper. A detailed view of the particularly selected thread in the main visualization is presented
in a t hird area. For a convenient manipulation and interact ion we implemented intuit ive mechanism . We descr ibe the
system and present various fictive user scenarios of different typical stakeholder tasks to illustrate t he benefit of t he
system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrie val] : Informat ion
fi lteri ng; I-I. 4.3 [Infor mations Systems]: Communications
App lications- bulletin boards

General Terms

INTRODUCTION

A demonstrative example for the impact of social media was
the dead of Michael Jackson on June 25th , 2009. First the
amount of twitter messages was doubled when t he dead became known to the masses . Afterwards the Los Angeles
Times and AP authenticated the message. Another example is the video and the online rumor about picking Krypton ite bicycle locks. First there was a Youtube video and
some discussions in bike and security forums. Krypton ite
d id not react to t his contents, perhaps they d id not even
know anything about this issue. After short time customer
complaints increased and Kryptonite had to admit that their
locks were adversely affected by fau lty design. After that ,
Kryptonite was forced to start a very expensive and expansive recall campaign.
As the examples show, one major aspect of the web is that
enables people to meet others who share similar interests and
exchange experiences. This happens amongst other social
med ia in online forums. Exploration and searching in these
forums is normally possible through keyword search or the
a uthor name (Figure 1) . Options allow the user to narrow
the results down and search for threads with more than a
given number of replies or were posted within a specified
t ime range. Ot her options allow t he user to sp ecify whether
threads or posts are returned and the results list can usually
be ordered in some way.

Application

Keywords
user generated content, social med ia analys is, forum analysis, forum visualization, visual analytics

However, these search techniques are not particularly convenient for detecting relevant rumors and discussions. A
relevan t. nunor is defi ned as a rumor , which conld cause a
negative effect on th e reputation of a company. Th ey do nol'
allow searches on either a semantic level or based on some
interesting features such as t he sentiment of threads, post
and authors. Effective and effi cient mon itoring of a forum
is therefore not possible.
In this paper, we demonstrate a novel way of exploring and
searching online forums using various features in combination wit h a visual representation. Section 2 describes related work and Section 3 shows the data, its structure, the
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Analyz ing the specific properties of emails, like for example
thread-initial messages, to get improved archive overviews
is shown in [29J. They also used visualizations developed for
their purposes.

Visual Analysis
Narayan and Chesh ire enrich the lis t with different visualizations [28J. They support the opportunity to visualize a
for um with a modified hist.ogram to see the act ivity over time
or as a tree visualization to see the concatenation of posts in
a forum. A third, based on work of Wattenberg and Millen
[42J displays the discussion as sequence of rectangles. Important posts are highlighted with a color map to give the
user feedback on positive or negative reader judgments.
Figure 1: That is the extended search interface in a
common online forum [6J.

feature space and the user interface for forums analysis in
detail. Section 4 illustrates the handling and advantages of
our approach with use cases from both private and business
domains.

2.

RELATED WORK

Content Based Analysis
The analysis of user generated content has been done for
many years, often using NLP and IR methods . Publications
in this area are generally about summarizing discussions in
forums [14], [38], [23J and to detect the conversation focus
in threaded discussions [15J . An automatic scoring method
which rates postings in online discussion forums, based on
the value of their contribution has been demonstrated by
[40J. Summarization has also been und ertaken for blogs [48]'
microblogs [33J e.g. by sentence extraction [19J.
A recommender system which includes relevance feedback
based on brands, product categories a nd products discussed
in shopping forums is shown in [12J. This work addresses the
task of identifying product-related discussions in discussion
forums . The result is a ranked list of relevant forums.
An example of detecting posts which do not belong to the
topic (off topic detection) is [41J. They use discriminating
terms to describe the topic of a thread . Novelty detection of
content on sentence level was done in [47J and on document
level in [27J.
Assessing the quality of posts is very interesting in many
tasks. A method on a textual base is showed in [8J and on
IlOu-textual featl1l'es iu [20J. [lOJ prc:;cut:; a domaiu :;pcdfic
comparison of frameworks measuring quality. [45J is an approach for predicting the quality of web forum posts domain
independently. A framework for the credibility of posts is
introduced in [44J .
Another analysis task is hotspot detection and forecasting.
Feature vectors used for this include the number of posts,
the average number of answers in a discussion, the average sentiment polarity score of a post and the percentage of
negative and positive posts [26J. An overview in the area of
sentim ent analysis in different dom ains is given in [30J.

[17J combine mining a nd interactive visualization techniques
to analyse online discussions relating to consumer products.
They tag messages with the topic they belong to, a relevance
score, the polarity and more and apply analysis methods in
an interactive way to these data.
Both, Turner et al. [39J and Engdahl et al. [13J, illustrate forums using a treemap visualization. Engdahl's work here focused on visualization for a PDA device. [46J presents a possibility to structure posts within a thread using a treemap .
[35J fo cuses on the social relations of a discussion. Different
visualizations are used, such as a tree or a treemap .
For e-Iearning purposes, Giguet and Lucas [16J developed a
system to support the tutor. This work aimed to analyse
the posts concerning their point in time to see if there was
collaborative work or not.
Lam and Donath [24J visualize the activity of discussions and
users through moving objects. Discussions are rectangles
which move along individually computed curves. The faster
the movement the more active is the discussion, whereas the
amplitude and frequency of the curve show the actuality.
DifVis [22J represents a thread as a square. The actuality and dimension is mapped on the position and the size,
whereas a color coding shows activity, popularity and the
duration of a thread.
Our visualization approach was inspired by Seesoft [11 J and
a visualization of Wikipedia edit sequences [43J. Seesoft is
a tool for visualizing lines of code of large software projects;
colours show when code was modified. The visualization for
the Wikipedia edit sequences shows the history by means of
a 'chromogram' , a technique which Wattenberg et al. developed a nd is said to support finding patterns in the long
sequences. The FilmFinder [9J has also a related search interface. The layout of ForAVis is inspired by [IJ. An application for exploring the sentiment of blogs is shown in [25J.

3. THE FORAVIS APPLICATION
3.1 Structure of Forums and Data
A conventional forum has a logical structure. On top it
deals with a main topic, let's say mobile communication or
automobi les. In most cases, beneath you will find some categories, also called sub-forums. Within mobile communi-
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Figure 2: Topics in the network operator sub-forum
in a mobile communication forum [7] .

cation forums sub-forums could be: one for internal issues
regarding the forum , one for content wh ich belongs to the
network operators, one for topics about mobile phones, one
for security themes and in most cases one sub-forum which
dea ls with off-topic stuff. P lease note that t his enu meration
is Il ot complete at all . Every sub-forum has different topics as you can see in F igure 2. Each topic includes more or
less threads and every thread consists of more or less posts.
Posts are the smallest logical structure object in a forum
and contain therefore the statement of an author.
We crawlcd ninc dif1'crcnt 1II 0bil c COllll'llunication forums (four
are used in the screenshots later [2 , 3, 4, 5]) to get data for
ForAVis. Since we were only interested in discussions containing content about mobile communication providers, we
filt ered ont all other discllssions in 11 preprocessing step and
stored the relevant discussions in an xml format. Thereby,
we labeled quotations and used only the tagged descriptions
of the emoticons. In a further step, these files were used
to compute the sentiment scores as well as word and sentence counts . Finally, we stored the xml-data in a relational
database having four tables: d iscussions, posts, authors and
quotations . In the end , th is resu lted in about 5. 000 discussions and approximately 40.000 posts.

3.2

Features

Table l ' Features for forum analysis
Author
Post
Thread
posts
posts
length
active days
word length
author diversity
dur at ion
sent ence length starter activity
starter count
emoticons
hits
avg text length
last post
shout ing
avg word length
duration
t hread count
avg sentence length
question
active days
emoticons
response t ime
acit ivity
shouting
sentiment
sent iment
sentiment
title
provider

F irst a short description how we use the term feature in this
work. A forum consists of many posts and threads. How often a thread was clicked by the users is considered as feature
in this work. To capture the features of forums, we had to
look on difFerent ::;tru cturc level::; . Hence, thi::; is nut cnough
for an author analysis, we ad itiona lly created a special feature set for authors which is accessible during the analysis
on the post level. Table 3.2 shows an overview of our featun'! s. T hrollgh comhin a l,ion or differ0. lI t. [0.a l,lll·cs clming Lha
analys is proccss , wc cm powcr I,hc analyst. in findin g in t.cresting posts, threads and authors. The user interface of the
ForAVis-System is shown in 3.3.

3.2. J

Quantitative interestingness features

Author level
Posts shows the amount of posts from an a uthor. It enab les us to detect highly contributing authors in a fo rum
with a lot of experience. StaTter- count shows how often an
author starts a thread. This feature can be interesting if an
analyst wants to extract people p laying an active role and
often initializing discussions in a forum. Avg text length is
the average length of the post ings of an author . We also
considered avg wor'd length and sentence length.
Post level
With regard to ela borateness the post length is important .
Two quantitative linguistic featu res are the wor-d length and
the sentence length.
Discussion level
Beside post analys is it is also essential to make discussions
measurable. Posts shows t he amount of posts in a discussion. Another feature is a'uthoT diver-sity. Here we calculate
how many different au thors contribu ted to a discussion compared to the total amount of posts in the thread. T he more
people participate in a discussion, the more general the topic
of the thread seems to be. Starter activity ref-i ect::;, if all author who starts the thread contributes in the course of the
discussion. If there is high activity of the starter after starting the thread, he is interested in a solution for his problem .
Another case could be, that the content of a thread is of
high interest , then hds expresses how m any users clicked on
this discussion .

3.2.2

Time dependent interestingness f eatures

Author level
Active days are days on which the author wrote at least one
post. Dumtion is the time span since registration for t he
forum unt il today.
Post level
In an analysis it could be interesting to see how fast other
users write a reply to the previous post. Response tim e
measures the elapsed time, starting from the previous post.
Following a controversial contribution, p osts could b e made
within seconds.
Discussion level
To measure actuali ty we use last post to see, when the latest
post was written. Another closely related t ime dependent
property is the dumtion of a d iscussion. Thereby, we measure th e time span from t he first t.o t he last post. Active
days are days , where at least one post is written . Activity

contains, how act ive and lively a discussion is. A discussion
is interesting in terms of activity if there are days in time
when there was a high appearance of posts. It does not matter, when the discussion was interesting but only that there
are days where the thread was extended by posts. Hence, we
do not use the dur'ation of a thread for this feature, but we
set up the ratio of active days and the overall score of posts
in the concerned discussion. The less the ratio, the more
activity in terms of posts was concentrated on few act ivity
days.

3.2.3

Affective features

Author level
Emoticons are a n obvious source measuring emotional content in posts. Please note, that emoticons only show the
sum of emoticons an author used globally in a forum. Here
it does not matter, which sentiment the emoticons belong
to. However, the pola rity of an emoticon plays a role in sentiment, which contains a sentiment score. Here we take the
taggings of the emoticons. For example, the tagging looks
like "thumbs up" or "thumbs down". They have a higher
impact on the sentiment score because they refiect the emotions qu ite clear and are meaningfu l even without context
information in a post. Furthermore, we used positive and
negative word lists to extract positive and negat ive terms.
The lists we used, were developed especially for sentiment
analysis in the area of news and blogs [31 , 32]. Additionally,
we adjusted the lists, e.g. we deleted general used terms and
added special terms, to get b etter results in technical web
forums. Furthermore, we paid attention to negations a nd
ignored upper and lower cases, because in web forums people often ignore that. For the sentiment score we take the
average of all sentiment scores on the post level written from
the same author. Words and sentences where every character is capitalized are used for shouting in online discussion
forums. Thus, shouting is a boolean value which tells the
analyst if the author wr ites "loudly" in his postings or not.
These posts can be also interesting in an analysis process.
Post level
The following three features are already introduced in the
preceding paragraph. Th e difference here is, that the scores
are features on the post level. So emoticons is the amount of
emoticons in a post, sentim ent ref'lectti t he tielltilllellt ticore
of a post and shouting if there are shouted words 01' not.

3.2.4

3.3

The ForAVis User Interface

FOI'AVis was implemented in Java. For functionality and
interactivity purposes we used the Pr'e/use framework [18].
In Figure 3 you see t he complete FOI'AVis user interface .
Our system follows the principles of v isual data exploration:
"overvi ew, zoom alld fil ter, thell details 011 dClllalld" [311.
Thc a nt,icipa ted ('xplorat ion behaviolll' has th rce stp.[ls: first
we want to give the user an overview of the data set. Afterwa rds, we enahle I.he Hser 1.1'1 filLer Lhe d a l,a depending on I he
task. Since we use Linking f3 BT'Ushing [211 the user will see
immediately the result in the visualization. Now the user is
able to see interesting discussions and this can be used as
starting point for a further explorat ive analys is. By clicking on a discussion we show a post frequency visualization,
the whole thread segmented in its posts and further details
(features and content) in a text field.

3.3.1

Main window

Figure 4: The main visualization of ForAVis. Two
drop down menues enable the user to interact with
the visualization. Available features for the layout
ordering and the color mapping are: hits, activity,
posts, author diversity, starter activity, duration,
sentiment, start and end.

Content and other interestingness features

Post level
Thread count shows the position of a post in its cOlTesponding t hread . Interesting in this respect could be the intention
for writing a post e.g. as a reply to a previous post. Hence,
in question we store a boolean value if a posting contains a
question or not.
Discussion leve l
Not only the popularity or chronology are worth being measured. Just the content of a thread prov ides meaningfu l information. Therefore, we measure the sentiment of a thread
using a sentiment dictionary. Furthermore, we store the
pTovider' a user is talking about in the thread, because in
many t asks that cou ld be of high impact . Also important :
the title of a thread.

Figure 5: The complete ForAVis user interface in the
post mode. Each post of a thread is visible within
the horizontal thread bars. The perception of the
co lours is diffe r e nt compared to the picture above.
This is a result of the white spaces between each
pos t item in the visualization.
In thread mode the main visualization (Figures 4 and 3)
show each thread in a horizonta l bar in a chromogram visualization with heatrnap coloring from red to yellow to green
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Figure 3: The complete ForAVis user interface. The main visualization and its menus to change the ordering
and colo ring in the upper right corner. At the right margin is the filt er area and at the bottom of the screen,
exactly b e low the visualization, you can see the detail area with a text field, a thread vis ualization and a
frequency graph.

Figure 6: ForAVis with changed layout ordering
(sentiment) and changed colour mapping (s tarte r
activity) of the thread applied. Threads with the
worst sentiment score are in the lower right corner
or in this case a lso just in the last line . Red threads
r efl ect a high starter activity, whereas the blue ones
s how a low s tarter activity. Yellow and green are
amongst red and blue .

to blue. The length of a horizontal bar is proportional to the
amount of posts in it. In the post mode the visualization
looks like Figure 5. Here each post is visible separately. Due
to perception and analysis reasons the coloring of the whole
thread remains in the post mode (if a thread is ma rked, post
level information is shown in the detail area) . We used a
heurb tic to align the thr ead ba.r:; to get a. fill ed visualizatiOlI
window. The color mapping is done using three equi-depth
bins of the data to align the colors. A legend helps the user
to get a feeling for the va lues b ehind the colors but we a lso
tried to map the colors preattentively (Choosing hits leads
amongst ot her to red colored t hreads, which indicate often
clicked respectively "hot" discussed topics of high interest
in a thread) . A tooltip shows the facts of a thread during
moving on it with the cursor. The same happens for each
post in the post view. The default layout and coloring is
set to hits, but two menues enable the user to interact with
the system and to change the layout and the color mapping.
Possible other features beside hits are act ivity, posts, author
diversity, starter activity, durat ion sentiment, start and end
(Figure 4). The layout ordering always starts in the upper
left corner from left to right , like reading text. Hence, the
max imu m value of th e orderin g feature is a lways th e first ba r
in the upper left corner. Accordingly, the smaller values are
in thc lower ri ght COrll cr or thc snl allcst oncs arc defini tcly at
the end of t he last line in the main visualization. At t he beginning of each row in order to support and to a lleviate the
orient.at.ion in t.h e visnali zat.ion , we show t.he valne or t.he firs t
bar in this row. In Figure 6 you can see the visualization in
thread mode with changed layout ordering (sentiment) a nd

changed color mapping (starter act ivity) applied.

3.3.2

All the int roduced techniques guide fast to exploration results. During the exploration process the fast visual feedback supports t he user in finding patterns and in terest ing
discussions or art icles.
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Also in the det a il view we provide a visualization which is
closely related to conversation thumbnails [42]. Each rectangle represents a posting coloured in greyscales . The darker
the color, the more negat ive the sentiment of the posting.
Since the colormap of the main visualization is not static
associated with the sentiment score, we decided to use stati-
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Detail area

After clicking an object in the main window the whole thread
is displayed in the detail area. In Figure 3 at the lower
boundary and in Figure 9 you can see the components of
t he detail view. It consists of a text field for showing posts
and other intersting features belonging to this post. In the
text of the post the sentiment words are highlighted. Aditionally, you can see the author, when he registered for the
forum, how many publications he has done, how many acitve days he has, his average sentiment. Furthermor, the
word count per post and word count per sentence of his
postings. Belonging the chosen post the followin g features
are displayed: when it was published, how long the post is
and its sentiment.

224
1581 1

-1 - 1

To rn a ke the search process more effective we a.lso give the
por;sibility to r;earch for terms ill a fr ee text field. On discussion level the search is app lied to the titles of discussions, on
post Ip.vel to the content of articlp.s. Thp. result also affp.cts
the visualization and the lists in order to give the user fast
feedback.

3.3.3

.~

Filter area

On Lhe right. side of Lhe ForAVis screen you can sec Lhe filLer
a rea in F igure 3. The available Illt,er opLions depend on Lhe
structure level (Figure 3.2). We give the user the choice to
explore the forums on the post or on the thread level. An
extract of both filter areas is shown in 7. The filters for
authors were integrated in the post filter menu . The option
to search for authors is practically an extensive possibility
we give to the user to search and explore posts. Additiona lly, we ofIer a button , to get a list including t he ten most
actively contributing authors in the forums . In all cases the
implemented technique bases upon Elastic Lists which were
introduced by Stefaner et a l. [36, 37]. This helps the user
to gain insight in the data and its structure. Our intention
was to give the user th e abili ty alJd flexibi li ty to to change
Iii:; r;earch bek1Viour ill an easy way. T he combinat ioll of fi lters on thread or post respectively author level can be chosen
freely by the ur;el'. All fil ter optioll r; r;how the ur;er llow mallY
data objects will be visualized, if a particular feature is selp.cLp.d. All applied filLp.rs immedialdy llpdaLp. LIlP. filLers and
the main visualization and thereby, all data objects which
do not contain any selected feature are faded out. Inversely,
you can highlight a region in the main visualization and just
this region is visualized in the main window. All the labels
of the visualization are adjusted and also the list entries are
adapted. In general, the list options which would lead to no
result are faded out automatically, too.
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F ig ure 9: The components of the detail view. It consists of a text fi eld , a discussion vis u a lization and line
graph to show the activity of the thread measured
in postings per day.

cally greyscales for the sentiment in detail view. The height
of the rectangle is proportional to t he number of words of
the posting. Un like the representation in the main window,
the discussion is visualized vertically in the detail view. Two
reasons led us to this design: on t he one hand postings in
internet forums are displayed in vertical lists, separated on
consecutive pag~s, on the other the user has the possibility
to scroll through the ent ire thread, what improves the interaction with t he tool and the usability. A marked posting is
drawn to a larger scale.
The second visualization in the detai l view shows a line
graph. It indicates the frequency of posts in time since t he
start of the thread. On the x- axis we display the duration
of the discussion and on the y- axis the number of posts to
illustrate the act ivity. In addition, the circle size on the
graph is also proportional to t he sum of postings at t his
time. Linking f3 Brushing [21J helps the user to explore t he
thread in an intuitive way. If the user selects a post in the
detailed thread visualizat ion , the corresponding circle on the
frequency graph is colored in red. Supplementary, all posts
belonging to this day get a red frame. These changes a lso
happens, if the user choose a post item in the main visualization. The content of the acco rdant post appears in the
textfield , whcre the tite l is showll 01 1 top.

4.

SCENARIOS IN MOBILE COMMUNICATIONFORUMS

In this section we provide three concrete example scenar ios
to demonstrate how our application, ForAVis can be used
[or differe nL a nalys is Las ks . Our dat aseL consistR o[ Lhe public content of nine mobile communication forums. Since we
have real data, we present stakeholder scenarios in these
forums. Here we mention users, companies and forum operators respectively forum moderators. Furthmore, we ident ify another application areas where ForAVis could be used .
Although the scenarios are based on real data, they are completely fi ctit ious.

4.1

Users Perspective

Tom wants to have a new mobile phone contract
Torn is searching for a new contract wit h a mob ile communication provider. He is a student and therefore he is able
to get special student condit ions. Torn started to search for
a contract on the various websites of the providers. But it
is not t hat caRY to fine!. a snil;ablc contract. e!.ne to mnlt:ip le
contract opt ions . On some websites he did noL even find
t he possibility for a student contract. This led him to use
FOl'AVis for fur ther exploration of user experie nces and for
discussions concerning student contracts. First he typed in
the phrase 'student' in the search text fi eld on the t hread
level in th e filt er area. The resul t are 28 discussions wit h respect to 'student' in thei r t itle. In the filter area he chose one
provider after t he other. First he began with the provider
E-P lus and sorted t he 4 t hreads accord ing to their sent'i ment
and ~apped hits on color. He fou nd quickly one discussion
with bad sentiment and ma ny hits which told him , that EP lus suspended the possibility for students to get a cheaper
contract and addi t ional bonuses.
He continued a nd selected another provider 02 , where he
found 16 threads hav ing 'student' in t he t it le. Clicking
through the discussions quickly he recognized, that 02 obviously still have contracts for students, Taking a look at
the lower end of the main visualization (the layout ordering
is still sentiment) he found out, that t he discussion with the
worst Rentimenl; was onl y abol1l; not, find ing a st uden t·, opt ion on the website. That does not matter for him , because
through F'orAVis it, was qu ickly clea.r for him t hat 02 offers
this product and the discussion did not have poor sentiment
regarding 0 2 or the contract cond it ions. In add ition , he
a lso app lied t he fi lter for hits. He only wanted to see discussions with more than 1000 hi ts . The resu lt set consisted of
seven threads. T hrough t his he discovered, that one thread,
started on Nov. 10th 2007, d iscussed a voucher to get 150
SMS instead of 100 SMS, which was obviously good to know.

4.2

Companies Perspective

Do we have trouble ...
which we do not kn ow yet? T his could be the first ques tion
and a starting point for a company using FOl·AVis. For example, T-Mobile, a German mobile communication provider,
could search for threads in t he T-Mobile sub-forum. T here
are 962 threads. T he layout ordering and color mapping stay
in the defau lt alignment hits. The company is keen to find
out new issues for T-l\l!obile posts and hence the fil ters a re
set to include the posts with bad sentiment dedicated (another option can be apply ing emoticons) , Only threads with
one author are selected. In t he end 45 discussions are found
to have been started wit h a really negative posting. F inally,
t he hits filter ~ el ectti olily db(;ussi o ll ~ J1avillg more than 1000
hits . T he out comc of this fi lt;cring step is 12 discllssions. To
Ilse t.h e spar.e more effir. ien Lly [or th e visllalizat ion t.he a nalyst. co uld arrangc th e discussions in a sequcnce fi lli ng t.he
whole visualization area. T he results could help the company to discover rumors early on and also issues they a re
not aware of.

Which product is missing in our portfolio?
What do people like from other providers. What is popular wit h t he community? These are interesting questions

Table 2: 3 discussions with bad sent iment for T-Mobile. These discussions can be also seen at the end of the
visualization.
Sentiment #Hits #Authors
Title
- 11
1183
1
"Withdrawal = mobil more expensive"
-7
4611
1
"iPhone: 4000 Euro invoice despite Complete-M-Rate"
1
"T-mobile discontinue providing t-email"
3390
-5
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Figure 10: Tom is searching for a new contract: the result set of his analysis consists of seven threads.
for further analysis. Assume that T-Mobile wants to know
why people like Vodafone. They apply "Vodafone" in the
PTOvider filter , ttle best sentim ent category in the sent im ent
filter and discnssions having more "han 1000 hits. The results are 233 discussions . Both, the layout ordering and
color mapping is still in the default alignment hits. The top
three threads out of four have 41, 31 and 17 postings . To
explore these discussions the analyst uses the detail view, to
get an impression of the content: all these threads deal with
Vodafone products (Figure 11).

4.3

Forum Operators Perspective

Searching for new moderator candidates
The task of a moderator is to guarantee for the code of conduct in a forum and to pay attention that the community
members are on familiar terms in communicating with each
other. So the post level is the relevant one here for this
task. The analyist is therefore searching for a frequent author with positive sentiment scores in his posts which could
indicate friendliness. Also a modera tor should not shout,
hence shouting has to be false. An interesting observation
outside the visualization can be done: the author list in the
fill er area shows the ten most. cont.rihnt.ing a uthors . Wit.hin
these authors we found a candidate named "Matzezetel" with
the amount of 17 contributions. But the webmaster is leader
of the lis t: 71 posts remain aft er filt erin g on the hi ghes t sentiment level.
Detractive posts and authors
When the new moderator is found he can do his job using
FOl·AVis. Ultim ately, the tas k for him is to find detractive

posts and their authors. Trying the combination of shouting
and sentiment led to no results. In order to make a deeper
analysis, the moderator would like to have more features to
solve this task.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented an interactive visual analysis tool for exploring user generated discussion boards. All the data we used
is publicly available. The visualization and the possibility
to combine alm ost all features on oi ffen;nt levels give great
fl exibility to the analyst in different search and exploratioll
tasks. Om fi ctive scenarios showed application exampks for
FOl·AVis. The presented tool could be also helpful in other
monitoring tasks, for example with respect to security issues
and in other communication applications such as chatrooms.
For another applications and tasks and for a deeper analysis
of forums e.g. out of topic detection, more advanced features are needed, which take for example linguistic features
in account. But also obvious features should b e implemented
like e.g. the distribution of sentiment on the post level in
the main visualization. We have also not considered another
structures such as dialog conversations which often occur in
forums .
In the future we want to integrate more metrics and data
mining methods in the analysis. A user study for further
evaluation purposes is considered .
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